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Baseline: Rainbow DQN

Performance (=score)
after 100,000 steps (=400,000 frames)



Question

Why does the parametric model perform better than replay?



Models and planning
A model is a function:

r,  s’  =  m(s, a)

We can use models to plan: spend more compute to improve prediction & policies.

We can also plan with experience replay:

r_{n+1},  s_{n+1}  =  replay(s_n, a_n)

● Experience replay is similar to a non-parametric model
● But we can only query it at observed state action pairs (s_n, a_n), n < t.



Replay and models, properties
Typically models use less memory and more compute than replay

But what about data efficiency & performance?



Algorithms
K: iterations
M: real steps / iteration
P: planned steps / iteration

State-sampling
distribution



Iterations (K) Real steps
per iteration (M)

Planned steps
per iteration (P)

SimPLe 16 6400 800,000

Rainbow DQN 12,500,000 4 32

Data-efficient
Rainbow DQN (new) 100,000 1 32

Algorithms



Total real
experience (K x M)

Total planned 
experience (K x P)

SimPLe 100,000
(400K frames)

15,200,000

Rainbow DQN 50,000,000
(200M frames)

400,000,000

Data-efficient
Rainbow DQN (new)

100,000
(400K frames)

3,200,000

Algorithms



Algorithms



When do models help performance?



What if  learning the model is easy?



Surprising instabilities

● Even with perfect models learning can be unstable
● This happens surprisingly easily!
● Related to the deadly triad:

○ the state sampling distribution d and the model m may mismatch,              
even if  the model is perfect.



How can we best use learnt models?



Forward planning for credit assignment



Backward planning for credit assignment



Forward planning for behaviour



Conclusions
1. Replay can be used for planning
2. There are different ways to use models:

a. Forward planning for credit assignment
b. Forward planning for immediate behaviour
c. Backward planning for credit assignment

3. b. and c. might be better than a.



Thank you

https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.05243



Related work on forward planning for credit assignment

“Dyna, an integrated architecture for learning, planning, and reacting”
Rich Sutton (1991)
← argues for combining learning with forward planning for credit assignment with a learnt model

“The Effect of  Planning Shape on Dyna-style Planning in High-dimensional State Spaces”
Zach Holland, Eric Talvitie, Mike Bowling (2018)
← shows that it is important how to use your planning budget (e.g., short vs long rollouts)

“Model-Based Reinforcement Learning for Atari”
Lukasz Kaiser et al. (2019)
← introduces the SimPLe algorithm we compare against



Related work on forward planning for behaviour

Essentially: lots of  work on model-predictive control, e.g.:

“Model predictive heuristic control” J. Richalet, A. Rault, J. Testud, and J. Papon (1978)

“Model predictive control: past, present and future” M. Morari and J. H. Lee (1999)

“Model predictive control: Recent developments and future promise” D. Q. Mayne (2014)

“An online learning approach to model predictive control” N. Wagener, C.-A. Cheng, J. Sacks, and B. 
Boots (2019)



Related work on backward planning for credit assignment

Comparatively less…? (More common: plan backwards from a real or imagined goal.)

E.g., doesn’t show up in:
“Model Learning for Robot Control: A Survey” D. Nguyen-Tuong, J. Peters (2011)
“Reinforcement Learning: an Introduction” R. Sutton & A. Barto (2018)

Note: in dynamic programming and replay forward and backward planning are equivalent.
The only distinction is then which states to update, i.e., prioritized sweeping:
“Prioritized sweeping: Reinforcement learning with less data and less time” Moore, Atkeson (1993)
“Efficient Learning and Planning Within the Dyna Framework” Peng, Williams (1993)

The idea of  using learnt models to plan backwards for credit assignment is perhaps underexplored



Rainbow DQN hyperparameters changes


